Abstract-The complexity and delay introduced by efficient digital coding strategies may be a barrier in some real-time communications. In this sense, these last years, joint source-channel coding schemes based on analog mappings have gained prominence precisely for their simplicity and their implicit low delay. In this work, analog mappings originally designed for point-to-point communications are adapted to the case of parallel channels by following the multiple description strategy traditionally used in source coding. In principle, the coding scheme is designed to transmit over parallel AWGN on-off channels, which are characterized by the possibility of having failures. We also show that our scheme performs satisfactorily over slow Rayleigh fading parallel channels.
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I. INTRODUCTION
W HEN dealing with discrete-time sources, a distinction between finite-alphabet and continuous-alphabet sources is usually made. In this work, we consider the case of continuous-alphabet sources, which is the original natural domain of many real sources (audio, etc.). To assess how well a transmission of this type of sources works, the error between the actual and the estimated source symbols is usually quantified through a distortion measure , where represents the alphabet of the source symbols and the reconstruction alphabet.
Roughly speaking, the separation theorem proved by Shannon for point-to-point communications in his seminal work [1] states that the same minimum distortion can be achieved either by separating the source and the channel coding or by doing a joint source-channel coding. The separation principle, originally presented for ergodic sources and channels in point-to-point communications, has been extended to other scenarios such as the Wyner-Ziv scenario [2] , but unfortunately, it does not apply either to non-ergodic sources and channels or to network topologies in general.
A particular non-ergodic channel is the one consisting of two independent parallel AWGN on-off channels, characterized by a probability that either channel fails; in this context, by a channel failure we mean that the whole block of transmitted channel symbols does not reach the other end. We refer to this probability as the off-probability. In this scenario, there are two main alternatives to tackle the coding problem with separation. The first option, denoted hereafter as Separation -Single Description (S-SD) and depicted in Fig. 1(a) , is to represent the source by one description and then channel-encoding the single description by two codewords (each transmitted through one of the parallel channels). The second alternative (SeparationMultiple Description, S-MD) is, in turn, to generate two different descriptions (Multiple Description coding) of the source and then channel-encoding these two descriptions separately by two channel codewords ( Fig. 1(b) ).
However, the separation strategy has some drawbacks, such as complexity and delay, which can be in part solved by using joint source-channel coding (JSCC). Indeed, this is the purpose of our work: we present a novel JSCC scheme based on analog mappings that has been specifically designed for transmission through two parallel AWGN on-off channels. We will refer to it as the JSCC-MD scheme. The MD term has to do with the resemblance of the scheme with the multiple description (MD) source coding [3] .
Although the JSCC-MD has been designed to work over parallel on-off channels, the scheme may also work satisfactorily when employed for transmissions over parallel Rayleigh fading channels, in part because both types of channels share the property that with certain probability the quality of the received channel symbols is degraded (or nonexistent in the case of on-off 1053-587X/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE channels). Thus, the performance of the proposed scheme, originally designed to work over on-off channels, is also assessed when the two parallel channels are independent slow-fading quasi-static Rayleigh channels.
Finally, say that we limit this work to the case where the channel state information (CSI) is available exclusively at the receiver, i.e., when no feedback channel is available. The statistics of the channel, on the other hand, will be known at the transmitter.
A. On-Off AWGN Channels
In [4] a comparison between the S-SD and S-MD strategies can be found for parallel AWGN on-off channels, where the S-MD proves to outperform the former in terms of minimum average distortion. If the off-probability were zero, both alternatives would be equivalent, but the possibility of channel failures tips the scales in favor of the architecture of Fig. 1(b) . Let us focus on the most efficient strategy S-MD ( Fig. 1(b) ). Note that in this scheme, the purpose of the channel encoders is to guarantee the error-free reception of the source descriptions when the corresponding channel is in on state. Due to the possibility of channel failures (off state), and due to the availability of CSI at the receiver, three different reconstruction functions (decoders) are defined at the receiver side, one per each state of the channel (the case with both channels in off state is omitted from the analysis because the average distortion will always be independent of the transmitted channel symbols); two of the decoders (side decoders) take only one description as an input for the reconstruction (the corresponding distortions are denoted by and and called side distortions), whereas the third makes its estimation by using both descriptions (central distortion ). Similarly, in the case of a JSCC approach, three decoders can be also designed. In both cases, the receiver switches between the three decoders depending on the state of the channel.
In this setup with the three decoders and assuming that the two parallel channels are ergodic, it is proved in [2] that the separation theorem holds provided that the separate coding is structured as in Fig. 1(b) , which is tantamount to saying that the set of achievable distortions is the same for the S-MD strategy (assuming infinite complexity and delay) and for the JSCC option. For a given probability of the on-off channels, there is one triplet among the set of all achievable triplets of distortions that gives the minimum average distortion . As the same triplet is achievable either with the S-MD scheme or the JSCC scheme, one can conclude that the separation theorem holds for the two parallel AWGN on-off channels despite their non-ergodicity.
In the literature, there are several efficient MD source coding schemes based on different transforms and quantization approaches [3] , [5] - [10] (for a complete summary of MD coding, we refer to [11] ), which, together with practical capacity approaching channel codes such as LDPC or Turbo codes, allows the S-MD coding strategy to perform close to the theoretical achievable limits. However, the price to be paid for this approach can be very high, especially in some real-time applications, since channel codes and the MD source coding schemes need long codewords to be efficient, which entails high coding/decoding complexities and delays.
In this work, as anticipated above, we present a novel JSCC-MD scheme to transmit discrete-time continuous-alphabet sources over two AWGN on-off channels following the structure depicted in Fig. 2 . This coding scheme is obtained by properly interleaving two bandwidth-reduction analog mappings originally used for JSCC in point-to-point communications [12] - [15] . Recently, analog mappings have also been proposed for the relay channel [16] . Other bandwidth-reduction JSCC schemes such as vector quantizers [17] - [19] or hybrid digital-analog coding schemes [20] , [21] could have been employed, but the analog mappings have been chosen because of their coding/decoding simplicity and their good performance. To the best of our knowledge, no other MD scheme based on these analog mappings has been reported in the literature. This coding scheme largely reduces the complexity and the delays inherent to the S-MD designs by using symbol by symbol coding and decoding. Moreover, this reduction is not at the expense of high distortions at the receiver, as the results in Section IV corroborate.
Finally, another benefit of the proposed scheme is that the quality of the reconstruction does not drastically change with sudden drops of the signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) of the channels. The S-MD coding, by contrast, suffers from the cliff effect when CSI is not available at the transmitter, i.e., the resulting distortion grows abruptly when the channel SNRs fall under the SNRs for which the channel codes have been designed (see e.g., [21] for a further explanation). Furthermore, when the SNRs are higher than these threshold SNRs, the S-MD coding lacks the ability to utilize the increased channel quality and the distortion stays constant, whereas with the JSCC scheme the average distortion improves.
B. Parallel Slow-Fading Rayleigh Channels
When the parallel channels are slow-fading quasi-static Rayleigh channels [22] , as shown in [4] , the separation scheme S-SD with a single description outperforms the alternative of using MD coding as in Fig. 1(b) . However, due to the non-ergodic nature of the channels, the separation theorem does not hold, and the performance of the separation scheme can be improved by using joint source-channel coding, even with lower complexity. This fact is corroborated in Section IV, where the proposed JSCC-MD scheme clearly outperforms the theoretical bounds that apply to the separation scheme. The reason why the separation theorem does not hold is the cliff effect in the digital transmissions previously explained.
A JSCC solution that has been shown in the literature to give good results for the parallel slow-fading channels (and also for the multiple-input multiple-output -MIMO -channels), is to use layered source coding concatenated with different multi-rate channel coding schemes such as progressive or broadcast coding [23] , [24] . Another interesting possibility presented in [25] is to use a hybrid digital-analog scheme. Generalization of these two coding schemes to the MIMO system can be found in [26] and [27] respectively. The problem with these two approaches resides, again, on the need to use channel encoders, with their corresponding complexity and delay. However, when the total bandwidth ratio is one, where by the total bandwidth ratio we mean the number of channel symbols (taking into account both channels) per source symbol, the complexity and delay can be cut down to the bare minimum by using no coding at all [2] , [28] , i.e., by transmitting half of the source symbols without coding through one of the channels, and the other half through the other. This non-coding solution applied to the two parallel fading channels has been proved in [24] to be optimum in terms of distortion exponent , defined as (1) where is the average distortion of the system. Studying the distortion exponent, first introduced in [4] , instead of the distortion itself at low-to-moderate SNRs has been a common practice in the literature, for example in the works referenced in the previous paragraph [23] - [27] .
The total bandwidth ratio for which the JSCC-MD scheme has been designed is also one. The analysis in the Appendix shows that this new scheme is also optimum in terms of distortion exponent and gives similar distortions to the non-coding solution for low-to-moderate SNRs. Therefore, we show that the scheme proposed for parallel on-off channels also works satisfactorily when the parallel channels are slow-fading Rayleigh channels. Obviously, the non-coding strategy is advantageous in terms of simplicity. However, when the channels are slowfading on-off channels, i.e., when the fading channels totally fail with a certain probability , the proposed scheme outperforms the non-coding solution.
The drawback of these two analog solutions is that they do not give optimal distortion exponents for total bandwidth ratios different from one. Nevertheless, the good performance of our JSCC-MD scheme gives reason for thinking that the use of analog mappings for different bandwidth ratios could be an interesting direction for future research in order to define new schemes that would reduce the complexity and delay inherent to the existing digital or hybrid analog-digital solutions. Indeed, in [29] , we extend this JSCC scheme to other bandwidth ratios and prove that it outperforms the rest of the schemes in the literature in terms of distortion exponent.
C. Summary of Key Contributions
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel joint source-channel multiple description coding scheme (JSCC-MD) based on analog mappings. This scheme generates two sets of channel symbols to be transmitted through two parallel channels. Then, at the receiver, three decoders are defined: the two side decoders estimate the source symbols by using only the symbols from one of the channels, whereas the central decoder employs both channel symbols. Before applying the scheme to the two non-ergodic channels described above (on-off AWGN parallel channels and parallel fading channels), the distortions achieved in the three different decoders are compared with the minimum theoretically achievable side and central distortions for the case of parallel AWGN channels. • This scheme is then particularized for the case of parallel AWGN on-off channels by selecting at each time one out of the three decoders depending on the instantaneous state of the channels. The scheme is assessed by comparing it with the minimum theoretically achievable distortion, which can be easily computed from the minimum side and central distortions derived for parallel AWGN channels.
• Finally, the performance of the proposed scheme when the parallel channels are slow-fading quasi-static channels is assessed. In this sense, we prove that this JSCC-MD scheme is optimal in terms of distortion exponent when the total bandwidth ratio is one. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II, the minimum achievable distortions in the side and central decoders when the source symbols are transmitted through two parallel AWGN channels are introduced. This theoretical review is first done for the case of two ergodic AWGN channels. Then the minimum achievable distortions for the on-off AWGN parallel channels are derived. In Section III, the proposed analog joint source-channel scheme (JSCC-MD scheme) is introduced. In Section IV, the performance of this JSCC-MD scheme in parallel AWGN on-off channels and in parallel slow-fading channels is evaluated. Finally, conclusions are given in Section V.
II. MD IN AWGN CHANNELS (THE OPTA SET)
In this section, we deal with the problem of communicating a Gaussian discrete-time source over two parallel AWGN channels and summarize the theoretically achievable distortion bounds. These bounds are useful, first to understand the requirements that the proposed JSCC-MD scheme must satisfy to perform satisfactorily when used over parallel AWGN on-off channels, and second, to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme. We omit the derivation of these bounds, which can be found for example in [30] , but let us just mention that, as the separation principle holds when concatenating MD source coding with two independent channel encoders (architecture S-MD of Fig. 1(b) ), it is straightforward to derive these bounds once the rate distortion region for the MD problem (MD region) is known. For a complete summary of MD source coding, we refer the reader to [11] . For the rest of the paper, we assume memoryless Gaussian sources 1 , i.e.,
, and a squared error distortion measure . For this particular case, the MD region is known in its closed form [31] (in general only inner bounds are known [32] ) and the achievable distortion bounds can be exactly computed.
Let us consider the communication scheme of Fig. 3 , where an i.i.d sequence of Gaussian symbols , , , has to be transmitted through two parallel AWGN channels. For that purpose, the source sequence is encoded into two channel vectors , , 2, generated by the following two functions:
where , , 2, denote the alphabets of the channel symbols and , , 2, which we call processing gains, account for the number of channel symbols (channel ) used per source symbol. The vectors received at the receiver end are , , 2, where and , . Notice that the multiple description philosophy still holds, but instead of mapping a sequence of source symbols into two descriptions drawn from finite sets, they are mapped into vectors of channel symbols to be transmitted through the AWGN channels.
Like in the traditional MD source coding analysis, the possibility of one of the descriptions not reaching the other end of the channel is taken into account by defining three decoders at the receiver, as represented in Fig. 3 Denoting the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in channel by , , 2, the range of achievable side distortions is given by:
Notice that when or , the minimum or maximum possible side distortions are achieved respectively. The minimum achievable central distortion is in turn given by:
where if + and , whereas otherwise. It can be observed that decreases as and grow (as long as the condition is not satisfied), as opposed to and , which grow with and . Therefore, as in the source coding case, minimizing the side distortions on the one hand, and minimizing simultaneously the central distortion on the other, are conflicting requirements. By varying and , one obtains the OPTA set of -triplets at particular values of SNRs .
III. ANALOG JOINT SOURCE-CHANNEL MD SCHEME
In this section we describe the novel analog joint sourcechannel multiple description (JSCC-MD) scheme proposed in this work.
The scheme outline is displayed in Fig. 4 . First, the i.i.d. Gaussian source symbols with distribution are grouped into pairs, e.g.,
. Then, two complementary analog bandwidth-reduction mappings (joint source-channel coders), ( , 2), are applied in order to produce the channel symbols What is meant by analog bandwidth-reduction mappings is later explained in Section III-A. Then, the channel symbols and are sent through their respective channels. At the receiver side, the received symbols , , 2, with being i.i.d. Gaussian random variables , are used by the decoders to estimate the source symbols. As before, the goal is to minimize the distortions , 1, 2, where denotes the estimation of by the decoder . Notice that in this scheme . Due to the probabilistic independence of the source symbols and also of the noise variables , only the channel symbols and contain information about and ; thus, and/or (one or the other or both depending on the decoder that is used) are sufficient statistics to estimate the source symbols and . This property makes this new joint coding scheme reduce notably the delays inherent to the separation coding strategy. It is worth remarking also that the analog bandwidth-reduction mappings explained in Section III-A are characterized by their simplicity (both in coding and decoding). Therefore, it can be concluded that this design reaches the goals of low delay and complexity. Moreover, we see in Section IV that this low delay and complexity is not achieved at the expense of lower performance than with the separation strategy.
A. Analog Bandwidth-Reduction Mappings
Analog bandwidth-reduction mappings, also named as Shannon-Kotel'nikov mappings by some authors [12] , arouse as a particular solution for bandwidth-reduction JSCC in point-to point communications. By bandwidth-reduction it is meant that the ratio between the channel and source bandwidths is lower than one, assuming idealized sampling of the source and ideal Nyquist channels (see e.g., [12] ). The basic idea consists of mapping the source symbols directly into the channel symbols by using parametric curves or surfaces as "continuous codebooks".
For the particular case of the compression ratio 2:1 implemented in the mappers of the proposed scheme, these analog mappings consist of projecting a two-dimensional vector formed by two source symbols, e.g., , onto a parametric curve embedded in two-dimensional space and then translating this projection into a real value to be used as the channel symbol.
The novel idea in this work is to adapt these analog mappings originally designed for point-to-point communications to the MD scenario. For this purpose, an initial point-to-point analog mapping is taken as the starting point and the mappings and in Fig. 4 are built from this as follows:
where is an orthogonal rotation matrix introduced to make the two mappings as independent as possible. Note that rotating the vector an angle before applying the mapping is equivalent to rotating the bidimensional curve an angle . In this work, two different curves for mapping have been proposed: the curve of mapping A in Fig. 5 consisting of two complementary Archimedes' spirals and the discontinuous curve of mapping B [15] formed by horizontal segments confined inside a circumference. In [12] , the mapping based on the complementary Archimedes' spirals is presented as the best-known mapping for point-to-point AWGN channels 2 . On the other hand, mapping B is not as efficient as mapping A, but is presented in [15] as advantageous in terms of simplicity in the coding/decoding implementation.
In mapping A, the vector is projected onto the closest point on the curve, and then the channel symbol is given a value proportional to the square of the radius of the projection as proposed in [12] , which approximates very well the length along the spiral. Notice that the only available parameter to be optimized for a certain channel SNR is the separation between the consecutive spiral arms ( in Fig. 5(a) ). On the other hand, in mapping B, the vector is projected onto the closest horizontal line; in case this projection falls out of the circumference of radius , the projection is substituted by the closest point on the same line and inside the circumference. Then, this point is mapped into a real value through a function that maps the horizontal segments into equal-width intervals of the real axis, each with width (the separation between the centers of the adjacent segments is ), with and being two positive constants. This mapping from to the real value is summarized mathematically as follows: where (6) (7) In this case the available design parameters for a fixed SNR are three: the quantization step for , the maximum dynamic range for and , and , the width of the interval in the signal space used to represent . In [15] and consequently in our work, the quantization step size is defined by , where is an integer value such that is the number of quantization levels inside the circumference of radius .
The rotation angle does not influence the side distortions because the source symbols and are i.i.d. On the contrary, in order to minimize the central distortion, it is convenient for and to be as independent as possible. The maximum independence is achieved by a rotation angle , which is the one employed hereafter.
At the receiver side, as the goal is to minimize the distortion given by the quadratic error and perfect CSI is available, the optimal estimator of is given by the minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimator, that is , , 2 for the side decoders, and for the central decoder. For more details on how to implement these MMSE estimators, we refer the reader to [15] .
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In the first instance, the distortions achieved by the proposed scheme in the three decoders of Fig. 4 are evaluated and compared with the OPTA set. We assume, as previously mentioned, MMSE decoders with perfect CSI. To represent these distortions graphically, the signal to distortion ratios (SDR), defined as , are employed; in the sequel, the SDRs will be plotted instead of the distortions. Moreover, in what follows, we denote by lower case ( ) the actual distortions rendered by our proposed system, and by upper case the OPTA distortions.
For simplicity, the SNRs of the two channels are assumed to be equal, namely . This condition, together with the fact that by construction and use the same mapping (they differ only by a rotation) and the fact that and are i.i.d., implies that the side distortions are the same, i.e., . Obviously, the OPTA side distortions are also equal, . It was shown in Section II that the minimization of the side distortions on the one hand and the minimization of the central distortion on the other are conflicting requirements. Therefore, different goals can be pursued. In the following analysis, a special emphasis is put on the two extreme situations of this tradeoff, from now on referred to as scenarios 1 and 2: in scenario 1 the objective is to minimize the side distortions regardless of the central distortion, whereas in scenario 2 the minimization of the central distortion is pursued. At this point, it is worth noting that the OPTA distortions in scenario 2 can be achieved by using no coding at all, i.e., by transmitting half of the source symbols, without coding, through one channel and the other half through the other [2] . Observe that this non-coding solution is equivalent to mapping B when the parameters and tend to infinity. Nevertheless, in the rest of the section, we will stick to the case of finite values of , and and more than one horizontal segment inside the circumference of ) when referring to mapping B, in order to make a clear distinction between mapping B and the non-coding alternative. The parameter values used in scenarios 1 and 2 are shown later in Table I . The exception to this will be in the proof of the distortion exponent in the Appendix, where we show that (but not ) must tend to infinity when the SNR goes to infinity in order to attain a distortion exponent . In Fig. 6 , where the upper index denotes scenario 1. On the other hand, the OPTA-tuple for scenario 2 is given by choosing the smallest that minimizes , obtained by solving . This yields . As mentioned above, these distortions can be achieved by using the non-coding alternative.
With mapping A, there is one for which both and are minimum; if moves away from this value, both and grow together. With mapping B, on the contrary, by varying the design parameters appropriately, the side distortions can be decreased by allowing an increase in , and viceversa. This means that mapping A does not allow a pareto-optimization of the distortions; with mapping B, by contrast, this pareto-optimization can be performed.
These conclusions are extensible to other channel SNRs, for which the same performance is repeated. To assess the efficiency of the scheme for different SNRs, and to avoid evaluating the minimum distances to various different points of the OPTA set, only the results for scenario 1 and 2 are displayed in Fig. 7 . The parameters have been optimized to minimize the side distortions in scenario 1 and to minimize the central distortion in scenario 2 (keeping the parameters , and finite and ). Fig. 7 (a) and (b) plot the distortions reached with mappings A and B together with the OPTA-point versus the channels' SNR for scenarios 1 ( ) and 2 ( ), respectively. The minimum central distortion and the minimum side distortion are also plotted in Fig. 7(a) and (b) , respectively. The central distortion can be, and it is indeed for some SNR values, lower than the minimum distortion because does not reach the minimum theoretical side distortion . The same stands for the side distortion in scenario 2. However, the absolute minimums and are not exceeded in either case. It can be observed in the figures that in scenario 1, as expected, mapping A renders slightly lower side distortions than mapping B. The result is expected because minimizing the side distortion with no restriction on the central distortion is equivalent to minimizing the distortion in a point-to-point 2:1 bandwidth-compression scheme, where we know from [15] that mapping A outperforms mapping B. In scenario 2, by contrast, mapping B clearly outperforms mapping A. The intuitive reason of such behavior is that, with mapping A, the curves used in mapping and are very dependent irrespective of , and consequently and are also very dependent. With mapping B, on the other hand, the straight lines in mapping and are perpendicular, which allows a much better description of the source symbols with and than only with or .
In Table I , the approximate optimum values 3 of the parameters , and for mapping B are given for scenario 1 and 2, and for different SNRs. The rest of points plotted in Fig. 6(b) are achieved by changing the values of the parameters between their optimum values for scenario 1 and 2. Remember that the non-coding alternative, which renders a pair of distortions , is simply the mapping B with a very particular configuration ( and tending to infinity). Fig. 7(b) shows that in scenario 2, the central distortion achieved by the proposed scheme is very close to the central distortion rendered by the non-coding solution. The reason for this proximity could be the similarity between the configuration of mapping B employed to obtain the distortions ( ) plotted in Fig. 7(b) , and the configuration that makes mapping B equal to the non-coding solution. Surprisingly, the configuration employed for mapping B is far from the non-coding configuration. Indeed, the optimum radius keeps near constant and the optimum decreases, i.e., grows, as we move from first scenario to the second scenario, moving away from the configuration of the non-coding alternative. The reason is that as we are assuming , there will be more than one interval in the real axis onto which the horizontal segments will be mapped. Therefore, the width for representing each segment will differ considerably from the width available in the uncoded transmission. Consequently, the error in the estimation of the non-quantized component in the mapping would be considerably worse than in the uncoded transmission, and the error in the quantized component for low values would still be high, resulting in higher distortions than in the uncoded transmission case. This is the reason why the optimum value of grows as we move from scenario 1 to scenario 2, so that the distortion is decreased by decreasing the quantization error.
Finally, to show that the proposed JSCC-MD scheme does not suffer from the cliff effect as the separation strategy does, we represent in Fig. 8 and (denoted in the figure as and ) for mapping B and scenario 1 versus different values when the coding parameters have been designed for . The distortions achieved when the actual SNR is known at the transmitter, which are denoted as and , are also included in Fig. 8 . The distances between and , and between and , increase progressively and slowly as we move away from . Even though the optimum parameters change with , it can be observed that the degradation caused by keeping the design parameters constant is not abrupt but smooth. The same behavior is repeated for mapping A and other scenarios. On the contrary, with the separation strategy, a sudden change in the distortions would occur around (if the coding is designed to work at this SNR) due to the cliff effect.
After analyzing the performance at the side and central decoders, we assess the performance of the proposed scheme when employed to transmit the data through the two kinds of parallel non-ergodic channels depicted in the Introduction.
A. Parallel AWGN On-Off Channels
Let us assume the configuration of Fig. 3 with a certain probability that each channel fails independently of each other.
When the two channels are available, the receiver estimates the source symbols by using the central decoder, whereas the side decoders are employed instead if one of the channels is unavailable (off state). Therefore, the minimum average distortion that can be theoretically achieved, assuming equal SNRs in both channels, (symmetric channels), is given by:
where and refer to the minimum achievable side and central distortions defined in (4) and (5), respectively. The side distortions and , or equivalently and , are given equal values because it is the best option to minimize the average distortion when . Regarding the practical JSCC-MD scheme proposed in Section III, the minimum distortion at the receiver is (9) where the minimization holds over with mapping A and over with mapping B. The SDRs relative to and for mapping A and B are plotted versus for two different probabilities in the two graphs of Fig. 9 . The average distortion attained with the non-coding solution is also plotted. For a low value of , the mean distortions of (8) and (9) approximately equal the central distortions. Consequently, a distortion close to the minimum achievable distortion is achieved with mapping B and the non-coding alternative; this gap for mapping A, by contrast, is large. When grows and the weight of the central distortion in expression (9) is reduced, on the other hand, the gap between with mapping B and the optimum grows and the gap between with mapping and decreases. We conclude, therefore, that mapping B works, in general, better than mapping A except for high values. Notice that with mapping B, the largest gap to is not higher than 2 dB. As expected, with uncoded transmission, the average distortion gets worse when grows, specially at high SNRs, as a result of the bad side distortion that this solution yields.
B. Parallel AWGN On-Off Channels With Fading
Let us move now to the channel consisting of two independent parallel AWGN channels with Rayleigh fading and assume that the channel state information is available at the receiver but not at the transmitter (no feedback channel is available). First, we start assuming that both channels are available and that the central decoder is employed. Later in this section, we consider the possibility of channel failures with a nonzero probability, i.e., the case of parallel slow-fading on-off channels. The channel model is defined as follows: (10) where are i.i.d. Gaussian variables and and are i.i.d. fading coefficients with Rayleigh distribution (11) where so that the variance of is normalized, . The correlation between the coefficients at different instants depends on the coherence time of the channel [22] ; in the case of quasi-static slow-fading channels we consider here, a constant is assumed for every time index employed in the transmission of a codeword. The CSI is not known at the transmitter, and consequently, the mapping parameters can be only tailored to the average SNR, not to the instantaneous channel SNR. Consequently, the results will not be as good as in the case of perfect CSI at the transmitter. However, it can be deduced from Fig. 8 that the difference will not be very big.
It is usual in the literature to measure the efficiency of the different coding schemes in terms of the distortion exponent defined in (1) and first introduced in [4] . This is the case in [23] , where a comparison between the distortion exponents achieved by different coding schemes in parallel slow-fading channels can be found; in addition to the digital and hybrid digital-analog schemes briefly described in Section I-B, the non-coding alternative and an upper-bound are also introduced in the comparison of [23] . The upper-bound corresponds to the achievable distortion when the CSI is available at the transmitter, which can be computed on the basis that the separation theorem applies in this case for each transmission block (see [23] ). Imitating the strategy in [23] , we also use the upper-bound and the non-coding alternative for comparison purposes when assessing the performance of the proposed scheme. In order to show that separation does not hold in this scenario with CSI exclusively at the receiver, we also compare the efficiency of the proposed JSCC-MD scheme with that of the two separation strategies S-SD and S-MD depicted in Fig. 1 (see Section I) .
For the special case of processing gains , if no coding is performed, half of the source symbols are directly transmitted through one of the channels, and the other half through the other. The distortion exponent in that case turns out to be one. The upper-bound for the distortion exponent is also one in this specific case of , which means that the analog transmission with no coding is optimum in terms of distortion exponent. The distortion exponent of the proposed JSCC-MD scheme with mapping B (for any value) is proved to be one in the Appendix, which also allows to state that the proposed scheme is optimum in terms of distortion exponent. The same cannot be stated for the two separation strategies of Fig. 1 , since distortion exponents higher than 2/3 (S-SD) and 1/2 (S-MD), respectively, cannot be achieved, as proved in [4] .
Not to stick to the high SNR regime, we plot in Fig. 10 the SDR relative to the average distortion achieved with the proposed scheme (denoted by in the figure) . It has been found by simulation that the optimum parameters of mapping B for an average SNR are practically the same as the optimum parameters in the case of AWGN channels with a SNR . For comparison purposes, the results achieved with the non-coding alternative and the separation strategy have also been plotted. The upper-bound computed assuming CSI at the transmitter, on the other hand, has been skipped. Between the two separation strategies of Fig. 1 , as the S-SD option outperforms the S-MD alternative, only the minimum achievable distortion of the former is represented, which is given by (12) where is the instantaneous capacity of channel with average SNR and is the rate-distortion function [34] .
It can be observed in Fig. 10 that, like in the high SNR regime, the two analog JSCC schemes outperform the separation strategy. The explanation is simple. While the instantaneous distortion achieved with the analog JSCC schemes varies progressively with the instantaneous SNR, as seen in the results of Fig. 8 , in the separation strategy the distortion is irremediably one for instantaneous SNRs below some threshold and remains constant for SNRs above the threshold (cliff effect).
Another aspect worth remarking from the results of Fig. 10 is the small difference between the distortion values with the proposed scheme and with the non-coding alternative. As mentioned above, the optimum parameters for mapping B in this case (fading channels) are the same as the parameters that minimize the central distortion in parallel AWGN channels (see Table I ), which are in turn far from those parameters that make mapping B equivalent to the non-coding solution. Table I showed that the optimum parameters in mapping B change with , as opposed to the non-coding alternative, where the configuration is independent of . Therefore, under the varying channel SNR conditions of fading channels, the non-coding solution has the advantage over mapping B that the coding configuration is always optimum independently of the actual SNR, i.e., there is no advantage of having CSI at the transmitter. Nevertheless, in view of the results of Fig. 10 , it can be concluded that this advantage is small. The reason is that the performance degradation in mapping B caused by not adapting the coding configuration to the actual channel SNR, as seen in Fig. 8 for scenario 1 (the results for scenario 2 are similar), is very small.
The principal disadvantage of the non-coding alternative in comparison with the proposed scheme is that it cannot be adapted to yield lower side distortions, which can be interesting in situations where the connectivity of the channels could fail with a nonzero probability. This advantage is reflected for example in Fig. 11(a) , where the -points represent some pairs of distortions achieved with the proposed scheme when the two parallel channels are two slow-fading Rayleigh channels with average SNR . The big solid circle, on the other hand, represents the unique pair of distortions achieved by using no coding at all. In contrast to the non-coding solution, by using the proposed scheme, we can balance the central and side distortions, i.e., we can lower the side distortion by worsening the central distortion plotted in Fig. 10 . As a result, the proposed scheme performs better denotes the minimum achievable distortion by the separation strategy, refers to the distortion achieved by the non-coding alternative, and corresponds to the minimum average distortion achieved by the proposed scheme.
than the non-coding solution in slow-fading Rayleigh on-off channels, where by the term on-off, we mean again that the channels can fail with a certain probability . In Fig. 11(b) we plot the average distortion versus the average SNR in parallel slow-fading Rayleigh on-off channels. The two continuous lines represent the distortion achieved with the proposed scheme for and , whereas the dotted lines correspond to the distortion attained with the non-coding alternative for the same values. As expected, the non-coding solution slightly outperforms the proposed scheme for low values. However, when grows, the proposed scheme clearly outperforms the non-coding solution, specially at high SNRs.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have seen that the separation theorem holds when the channel consists of two parallel and independent AWGN on-off channels. However, the separation coding strategy entails certain coding/decoding complexity and delay if efficient transmissions are pursued. In this work, we present a novel joint sourcechannel coding scheme (JSCC-MD) that not only reduces the complexity and delay inherent to the separation coding solution, but it also allows reconstruction distortions relatively close to the theoretically achievable limits (not larger than 2 dB in the range of analyzed SNRs and off-probabilities in parallel AWGN on-off channels). In addition, by using the proposed scheme, robustness against varying channel conditions is gained by removing the cliff effect that appears when employing error-correcting codes.
The on-off parallel channels have been the main focus of this work and the scenario for which the coding scheme has been designed. However, we have also noticed that the proposed scheme renders satisfactory results when the parallel channels are not on-off AWGN channels but slow-fading quasi-static independent Rayleigh channels. We have proved that the proposed scheme is optimum in terms of distortion exponent and that better results than with a separation coding strategy are achieved (separation theorem does not hold); we have also observed that a similar average distortion to the optimum non-coding solution can be achieved. However, the JSCC-MD scheme is advantageous in comparison with the non-coding alternative when the possibility of a channel failure is real.
Both the proposed scheme and the non-coding solution are efficient for only one specific bandwidth ratio ( ). However, we think that the good performance of the JSCC-MD scheme paves the way for future research on new designs, based also on analog JSCC schemes and with different bandwidth ratios, that will offer good features for both the on-off and the fading parallel channels.
APPENDIX
Without loss of generality, as the source symbols are i.i.d., we work here with source symbols and . We concentrate on the estimation of , because due to the rotation in the second mapping and due to the symmetry of the channels, the average distortion in the estimation of is equal to that in the estimation of . In addition, we first analyze the distortion when falls inside the circumference of radius (distortion ) used in mappings and , and then, the distortion when falls outside the circumference ( ). Let us start assuming that . We first estimate the quantized value of , , and then (suboptimum procedure). As long as , there is a constant gap (assuming constant channel symbol energy and varying noise variance ) between the intervals into which the horizontal segments inside are mapped, let us denote it by . If the interval closest to the received channel symbol is estimated, the probability that the wrong interval (and consequently the wrong ) is estimated is:
Upper-bounding the function by , we have:
When is not correctly estimated, we can upper-bound the distortion by one.
Let us compute now the distortion in the estimation of when is correctly estimated. In this case, the optimum estimation of is . In order to compute this mean value, we consider a slightly different mapping and assume that the parameter was used to generate the channel symbol instead of the actual expression of (7) . In this case, the estimator simplifies to (14) where . The average distortion when this suboptimum estimator is used results in (15) where the inequality holds because for the set of 's inside the circumference. Averaging over all possible values:
Then, if we average over all the possible fading coefficients , we get (16) where the exponential integral can be written in a series representation as (17) where is the Euler-Mascheroni constant.
Let us move now to the case . If , its projection in the curve corresponds to a point on the circumference and in the same quadrant as the point itself. As long as and for high SNRs, the estimation is close to this projection, and consequently, the error or square distance between and the projection is always lower than the square of the 2-norm of the vector, . Therefore, we can upper-bound the average distortion by where the normalization constant accounts for the probability that falls outside the circumference of radius . Averaging over all the coefficients, as , we get . The average distortion is, therefore, Assuming without loss of generality that , and designing the radius in function of the SNR as , the expression becomes Notice that and that tends to as . Therefore, it can be checked that the average distortion tends to zero as . This proves that the proposed JSCC-MD scheme can achieve a distortion exponent .
